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1: Four (Audiobook) by Veronica Roth | www.enganchecubano.com
Four: A Divergent Collection is a collection of five short stories from the Divergent trilogy, told from Tobias Eaton's (Four)
perspective, and written by Veronica Roth.

And that is as about as positive as I can get. It felt more like the author was frantically filling in plot holes
rather than writing something new. The Transfer - Was this one reallllly necessary??? From the main books,
we already know that Four picked Dauntless because he wanted to escape his abusive father. And this short
story I suppose, it was just a really, really drawn out version Felt like a waste of page space. The Ini
Overwhelmingly underwhelming. The Initiate - This was a bit interesting. We see some of the main players
from Divergent mainly Eric and the Dauntless-born initiates as Four comes to terms with his new life. But
honestly, it feels like we already lived through this. Divergent - A Stiff enters dauntless, gets ridiculed but
manages to come out on top. And we see how he gets his tat. That bit bugged the ever-living daylights out of
me. And what does he do? Literally gets the most divergent possible tattoo on his body ever. The Son - Four
trains for a leadership position. He spends most of the time waffling on whether or not he wants to do it. Then
decides not to "because reasons. The Traitor - honestly just filling in plot holes. How does he get into the
computer room? How does he know about the abnegation attack? Then, he meets Tris and falls in love with
her because reasons. No inner revelations, no big reveals. He seemed much more interesting that way.
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2: Free Four by Veronica Roth on Apple Books
Fans of the Divergent trilogy by #1 New York Times bestselling author Veronica Roth will be thrilled by Four: A
Divergent Collection, a companion volume that includes four pre-Divergent stories plus three additional scenes from
Divergent, all told from Tobias's point of view.

YA Dystopian Publication Date: July 8, Goodreads Synopsis: Here, he will not be called the name his parents
gave him. Here, he will not let fear turn him into a cowering child. Initiation is only the beginning, though;
Four must claim his place in the Dauntless hierarchy. His decisions will affect future initiates as well as
uncover secrets that could threaten his own futureâ€”and the future of the entire faction system. Two years
later, Four is poised to take action, but the course is still unclear. The first new initiate who jumps into the net
might change all that. With her, the way to righting their world might become clear. With her, it might become
possible to be Tobias once again. In my fit of not knowing what to read, I decided to start this collection. Even
though we know his ultimate decision, the suspense is there. I do wish that there was more backstory with his
mom. The Initiate Now, Tobias is a full-fledged initiate in Dauntless. Other than that it is a slower novella that
explains the difference in initiation practices between Tris and Tobias and why things changed. It provides so
much more insight in Tobias than I could have imagined. The scheme between Dauntless and Erudite is
getting stronger. The Traitor This novella skips two years and melds with the beginning of Divergent. I like
the budding romance between Tris and Tobias. I also like the change in dynamic between some of the other
characters no spoilers, sorry! Unfortunately, it has a lot of the same scenes from Divergent. It became
repetitive and predictable. I would love to see how he feels going into the rest of the series. The novellas show
the changing among the factions and the origin story of Four. I enjoyed reading these novellas and seeing the
Divergent series from another POV. Have you read this? Who was your first book boyfriend? Talk to me in
the comments below! Follow boundtowriting on WordPress. Bound to Writing is an Amazon affiliate. By
clicking the Amazon links, a cookie will be placed on your device to ensure correct affiliate payment. If a
purchase is made through the Amazon links, Bound to Writing will earn a commission at no additional cost to
you. This is a great way to give back so that I can continue providing you content.
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0 Comments on Novella Review: The Divergent Series: Four - Veronica Roth Divergent is one of my favorite young adult
dystopian series. The Divergent series is the series that started my love for dystopian books.

For two years, he has been secretly spying on Max and Jeanine Matthews and keeping contact with his
mother, Evelyn. Four learns that Max and Jeanine are planning on an invasion to Abnegation. Evelyn responds
nonchalantly when Four brings it up, and makes Four reconsider his position on his old faction. Throughout
the story, Four begins to get closer with Tris, helped by his admiration of her bravery and selflessness. He
becomes protective of her, growing concerned when he learns that she is also a Divergent, and also saves her
from an attack by her desperate fellow initiates. He also eventually allows her to know more about him by
going through his fear landscape together. Four realizes that he will have to betray his new faction to protect
his old faction: Seeing another option, he looks to Tris for assistance. Cover[ edit ] The cover of The Traitor
features a greenish circle of crows flying away. Like all the previous covers in the Divergent trilogy, Joel
Tipple designed this cover. Surprisingly for the two of them, the first jumper is a transfer, and a "Stiff",
Abnegation. When he asks for her name, she hesitates and he feels she is familiar to him in some way. She
eventually answers "Tris", and Four then proclaims, "First jumperâ€”Tris! Careful, Tris[ edit ] Four introduces
his pupils to the Pit. When the curious Candor transfer, Christina , bogs him on questions about his name and
the Pit, he answers coldly in an attempt to make his pupils more serious about Dauntless. He again responds
coldly, but to his surprise, she gives a bold response. You look good, Tris[ edit ] Four is drunk with Ezekial
and begins laughing at a silly joke near the Pit. He approaches Tris, who is with her friends, and begins flirting
with her. She puts up the defensive, but when Four interjects with "You look good, Tris" while touching her,
she laughs and says that he should do that while sober. While he is talking with Tris she mentions that he
should not be near the Pit while being drunk and Four winks and says he would do what she said. Four then
thinks that being close with Tris helps him better to escape the harsh reality than alcohol.
4: Novella Review: The Divergent Series: Four - Veronica Roth - Bound to Writing
Fans of the Divergent series by No. 1 New York Times bestselling author Veronica Roth will be thrilled by Four: A
Divergent Collection, a companion volume that includes four pre-Divergent stories told from Tobias Eaton's point of
view.

5: Four Veronica Roth Epub Bud
Veronica Roth is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Carve the Mark and the Divergent Series (Divergent,
Insurgent, Allegiant, and Four: A Divergent Collection). Her short stories and essays have appeared in Summer Days
and Summer Nights, Shards and Ashes, and the upcoming Three Sides of a Heart.

6: Four: A Divergent Story Collection by Veronica Roth
Find great deals on eBay for four veronica roth. Shop with confidence.

7: Free Four: Tobias Tells the Divergent Knife-Throwing Scene - Wikipedia
Roth returns to her wildly popular Divergent series with four prequel stories from Four's viewpoint. Before he was "Four,"
he was Tobias Eaton, the abused and alienated son of Marcus, leader of the Abnegation faction.

8: Four Divergent Collection Epub Bud
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Veronica Roth is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Divergent, Insurgent, Allegiant, Four: A Divergent
Collection, and Carve the Mark. Ms. Ms. Roth and her husband live in Chicago.

9: Free Four: Tobias Tells the Divergent Knife-Throwing Scene by Veronica Roth
Fans of the Divergent trilogy by #1 New York Times bestselling author Veronica Roth will be thrilled by Four: A
Divergent Collection, a companion volume that includes four pre-Divergent stories.
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